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New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean brings Pete the Catâ€™s world to life

under the sea in this new I Can Read book.Pete the Cat is going scuba diving! Before he hits the

water, Captain Joe tells him about all the sea creatures he can encounter, and Pete is super excited

to see a seahorse. But when he is suited up and swimming around, he has to search high and low

to find the little guy. In this aquatic adventure, Pete makes a new friend and gets a big surprise!Pete

the Cat: Scuba-Cat is a My First I Can Read Book, which means itâ€™s perfect for shared reading

with a child. New readers will love the easy-to-read format and groovy illustrations in Pete the

Catâ€™s first I Can Read underwater journey!
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Although I was in the education world years ago, I had never heard of Pete the Cat until my oldest

son started Kindergarten. After he begged me to get these books, I started liking some of them a lot.

I have bought a few that I feel are literally pointless or complete copies of other stories (Halloween

one!), but this one is a pretty good one. I like that it is a cat going scuba diving... that's funny to the

kids. Plus, the entire seahorse part is funny to the kids as well. So, definitely entertaining and has

some educational parts that the kids find interesting.



"Can we read it again RIGHT NOW?!?!" asked my four year old emerging reader, upon finishing this

book!It was an instant hit!Synopsis: Pete is on an adventure to see many ocean creatures, but

especially a seahorse, after the captain whetted his appetite by telling him about it. As he traverses

the wide ocean world, he discovers many interesting fish and places but never seems to put

two-and-two together that there is a seahorse following and tickling him the whole journey through!

Of course at the end, it all comes together!The children giggled, and their mother loved that they

were learning about all kinds of aquatic animals as we went along!If you enjoy this, another hearty

recommendation would be the "hilarious" book May I Please Have a Cookie? (Scholastic Readers,

Level 1) and if you were looking to reinforce the educational aspect of Pete the Cat Scuba-Cat,

check out this beautiful book: Over in the Ocean: In a Coral Reef.

I am currently working with my 3YO who is learning to read, and loves Pete the Cat, so this book

seemed like an ideal choice for us. While he did love the story I would not say that this is suitable for

emergent readers. There are some difficult/complex words which can be off putting for a child who

is still learning and working on word identification.We bought this in Kindle book format which has

the added advantage that you can increase the text see by double tapping on the text to highlight it.

This is a really good idea, but we could not take advantage of it because when you use it on the

iPad my son can't follow the words with his fingers - this is just the price that you pay for a book on

the iPadSo in summary - a nice story, that is probably a little complex for emergent readers and

possibly not the best choice for an iPad

I felt like some of the words were a bit tough compared to other books that are first readers but my

kids love Pete the Cat and this is a cute story. They think its so funny that it takes him the whole

book to realize a seahorse has been following him while scuba diving!

My son is in 1st grade and he loves Pete the Cat. I bought this book to preceed our beach vacation.

He was able to read this book with no help. It was just difficult enough to make him feel proud of

reading it.

This is a great book for toddlers/ early readers. My husband and I are scuba divers so we bought

this for our 4 year old who is a big fan of Pete the Cat. The graphics are great, as always, and it's a

cute story.



We were away during the school book fair and this was one of the books my son had earmarked for

purchase. I wasn't able to find it on the school recommended site but a friend reminded me to check

. So glad I did! It was cheaper and arrived in a day or two! My son loves the Pete the Cat books and

this is no exception. This whole series is so perfect for emerging readers. Very happy with this

purchase and would recommend!

Silly Pete keeps searching for the only sea creature he really wants to see on his adventure, a

seahorse! It is cute book with nice illustrations my 3 year old yells emphatically the entire book

"PETE...The seahorse is RIGHT THERE!"
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